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1.
TEMPORARY GOLF CLUB
SHAFT-COMPONENT CONNECTION

This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional
Application 60/398,548, filed Jul. 24, 2002, U.S. Provisional
Application 60/438,254, filed Jan. 2, 2003, U.S. Provisional
Application 60/438,040, filed Jan. 2, 2003, and U.S. Provi
sional Application 60/467,109, filed Apr. 30, 2003.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates generally to improvements in golf
clubs. More particularly, this invention relates to an
improved temporary connection between a golf club shaft
and an additional club component Such as a club head and/or
a hand grip segment to facilitate customized golf club
construction to Suit the needs and preferences of an indi
vidual golfer. With this construction, multiple club heads
and/or multiple hand grip segments can be assembled with
one or more golf club shafts, wherein these components may
exhibit different characteristics for golfer sampling and
testing in the course of actual playing conditions.
Accordingly, customized golf club construction to suit the
needs and preferences of an individual golfer is facilitated.
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CCCS.

Golf clubs are well known in the art, to include a club

head Such as a wood-type or iron-type club head mounted at
a lower end of an elongated club shaft. An upper end of the
club Shaft has a resilient grip mounted thereon and designed
for comfortable manual grasping and Swinging of the golf
club to strike a golf ball. In modern golf clubs, the wood
type or iron-type club head is commonly formed from a cast
or forged metal or metal alloy such as stainless steel,

titanium alloy, and the like. The club shaft has historically
been formed from a selected metal or metal alloy, while
more recent golf club designs have incorporated a nonme
tallic club shaft formed from a composite material such as a
graphite-based composite or the like. One advantage pro
Vided by Such graphite-based composite club shaft materials
is that the stiffness or flexibility (whip) characteristics of the
club shaft can be variably selected in accordance with the
preferences and skill level of an individual golfer. That is, by
providing a golfer with a selection of club shafts having a
range of different whip characteristics, the golfer can
custom-tailor his or her set of golf clubs.
In the past, custom fitting of golf clubs having different
physical characteristics, Such as different club shaft stiffness
and lengths, has required a golf shop to carry a large number
of Sample clubs for test use by golfers. More specifically, for
each golf club head, it has been necessary for the golf shop
to carry multiple sample club heads of each particular brand
and type, each connected to a club shaft having different
physical characteristics, for test use by golfers. For example,
for any particular driver or other wood-type club head brand,
or for any particular iron-type or putter club head brand, it
has been necessary for the golf shop to carry a relatively
large number of different sample clubs in order to provide a
meaningful choice for custom-fitting of each golf club in
accordance with the preferences of any one golfer.
Accordingly, it has not been possible for a golfer to sample
and test a large number of different club shaft-head
combinations, without requiring the golf shop to carry an
unduly large number of Sample clubs. As a result, custom
fitting of golf clubs to an individual golfer generally has not
provided the golfer with a truly broad selection of shaft-head
combinations, and thus has not provided the golfer with an
optimal choice for custom tailored clubs.
Heretofore, a practical and feasible interconnection has
not been available to permit multiple club shafts and mul
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tiple club heads to be interchangeably mounted quickly and
easily, and in a manner permitting test usage of the
assembled club by an individual golfer during actual playing
conditions. In this regard, prior concepts for interchangeably
mounting golf club shafts and club heads have utilized
threaded bolts or thread-on mounting arrangements which
have exhibited undesired degrees of movement between the
assembled components, particularly when those components
are Subjected to the high impact and shock forces encoun
tered upon normal club use to strike a golf ball.
The resilient hand grip mounted on the upper end of a
typical club shaft also comprises a variable in the design and
custom fitting of golf clubs to Suit the needs and preferences
of an individual golfer. That is, resilient hand grips are
available in a relatively broad range of different diametric
Sizes, tread patterns, and elastomer or other soft and com
pliant materials. The choice of hand grip size is dependent
at least in part upon the size of the golfer's hands, with a
larger grip diameter being normally preferred by a golfer
having larger hands. Hand grip tread pattern and/or the
Softness or tackiness of the hand grip material may vary
Significantly in accordance with individual golfer prefer
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The present invention relates to an improved and versatile
golf club custom fitting System and method utilizing a
temporary connection for Secure and stable mounting of a
golf club shaft with at least one additional club component
Such as a club head and/or a hand grip segment, thereby
permitting quick and easy temporary assembly of any one of
a wide range of shaft-component combinations, so that an
individual golfer can be provided with an extensive range of
Shaft-component combinations for test usage during actual
playing conditions in the course of custom fitting of a set of
golf clubs, without requiring a golf shop to carry an
extremely large number of different sample golf clubs for
test use. When the individual golfer decides upon a particu
lar shaft-component combination for any specific golf club,
the golf club can then be manufactured with the selected
club head connection permanently to the club shaft, and with
the Selected hand grip, etc.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In accordance with the invention, a temporary shaft
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component connection and related System and method are

provided for customized selection and fitting of golf clubs to
Suit the needs and preferences of an individual golfer,
wherein the temporary shaft-component connection is pro
Vided for quickly and easily assembling a selected golf club
shaft with a Selected golf club component such as a club
head and/or hand grip segment. This temporary shaft
component connection permits and facilitates construction
of a customized golf club having a shaft, club head, and/or
hand grip Segment each Selected from a range of different
choices, wherein the assembled golf club can be used and
tested by the individual golfer during actual playing
conditions, if desired. When the golfer makes a final choice
for each of the multiple club components, a customized golf
club can be manufactured with conventional permanently
connected components.
In general, the temporary shaft-component connection
comprises an adapter insert for slide-fit reception into an
adapter Socket, wherein the adapter insert and socket include
interengaging flat Surfaces Such as splines to minimize or
limit relative rotation therebetween. The adapter insert is
mechanically Seated and Secured relative to the adapter
Socket at a pair of axially spaced locations, with a resilient
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and test play a large number of different Shaft-head-hand
grip Segment combinations within a short period of time, for
custom fitting of a set of golf clubs, without requiring the
golf shop to carry a large number of Sample clubs.
Other features and advantages of the present invention
will become more apparent from the following detailed
description taken in conjunction with the accompanying
drawings which illustrate, by way of example, the principles
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compressible anchor member disposed at one or both of
these Securement points for Substantially eliminating undes
ired intercomponent movement.
In the preferred form, the temporary shaft-component
connection comprises the adapter insert having a generally
sleeve-shaped configuration and formed from a reinforcing
material Such as a Selected metal or the like for mounting by
means of epoxy or the like onto an end of the club Shaft,
particularly Such as a nonmetallic club Shaft formed from a
graphite-based composite material or the like having a range

of the invention.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

of different lengths and stiffness (whip) characteristics. This

adapter insert has an elongated length, and has a size and
shape for axial slide-fit reception into the generally matingly
shaped adapter Socket on the golf club component Such as a
club head or hand grip Segment to be connected thereto. The
interengaging flats or Splines on the adapter insert and Socket
prevent significant relative rotation therebetween. In a pre
ferred form, the adapter Socket comprises a tubular Socket
member mounted onto the adjacent component, as by Seated
reception into a club head hoSel, or by Seated reception into
the open end of a tubular hand grip Segment.
The adapter insert includes a radially enlarged thrust
flange formed generally at or near a proximal end thereof for
Seated, bearing engagement against a thrust Seat Such as an
annular Surface formed at an open end of the adapter Socket.
A lock member Such as a compression nut is provided for
Securely interconnecting the adapter insert with the adapter
Socket, to axially retain the thrust flange in Secure Seated
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invention;
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FIG. 4 is an enlarged and fragmented vertical Sectional
view taken generally on the line 4-4 of FIG. 2;
FIG. 5 is a fragmented and exploded perspective view
similar to FIG.3, but showing one alternative preferred form
on the invention;
FIG. 6 is an enlarged and fragmented vertical Sectional
view similar to FIG. 4, and depicting assembly of the
35
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FIG. 7 is an enlarged and fragmented vertical Sectional
view similar to FIG. 4, and illustrating another alternative
preferred form of the invention;
FIG. 8 is an enlarged and fragmented vertical Sectional
view similar to FIG. 4, and depicting a further alternative
preferred form on the invention;
FIG. 9 is an enlarged and fragmented vertical Sectional
view similar to FIG. 4, and showing still another alternative
preferred form of the invention;
FIG. 10 is a perspective view illustrating a lock clip for
FIG. 11 is an enlarged and fragmented vertical Sectional
view similar to FIG. 4, and depicting a further alternative
preferred form of the invention;
FIG. 12 is a perspective View of a Snap ring for use in the
embodiment of FIG. 11;

Sufficiently compressible to accommodate any dimensional
tolerance variations between the interconnected
55

60

FIG. 13 is an enlarged and fragmented vertical Sectional
view similar to FIG. 4, and showing still another alternative
preferred form on the invention;
FIG. 14 is a fragmented vertical Sectional corresponding
to a portion of FIG. 13, and illustrating quick-connect
disconnect lock means in a retracted or unlocked position;
FIG. 15 is a fragmented vertical sectional view similar to
FIG. 4, and depicting another alternative preferred form of
the invention;

the same club shaft with an alternative club head and/or an

alternative hand grip Segment having different physical
characteristics, and/or re-assembly of a different club shaft
with the same or different club head and/or hand grip
Segment components. In this manner, a golfer can test Swing

embodiment shown in FIG. 5;

use with the embodiment of FIG. 9;

normal Solid club feel. The resilient anchor member is

components, while providing Sufficient Structural StiffneSS
and rigidity to substantially eliminate undesirable wobble or
other intercomponent movement or play during use of the
assembled golf club.
In each embodiment, the club Shaft is quickly and easily
disassembled from the associated club head and/or hand grip
Segment by disconnecting a lock member to permit retrac
tion of the adapter insert from the adapter Socket. Such
disassembly accommodates quick and easy reassembly of

FIG. 2 is an enlarged fragmented perspective view illus
trating a lower end of the golf club of FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is a fragmented and exploded perspective view
showing the temporary shaft-component connection for
assembling a golf club head to a lower end of the golf club
shaft;

relation with the Socket thrust Seat. Alternative lock mem

berS members may be used.
The adapter insert further includes a distal end tip or nose
for Seated and bearing engagement with the resilient anchor
member Such as a compressible bushing mounted within a
base end of the adapter Socket. In the preferred form, the
nose of the adapter insert and the resilient anchor member
include matingly engageable Surfaces for at least partially
compressing the anchor member when the thrust flange is
Securely Seated and retained on the thrust Seat generally at an
opposite, open end of the adapter Socket.
With this construction, the adapter insert is Securely and
tightly connected with respect to the adapter Socket at two
points Spaced axially by the Substantial length of the adapter
insert and Socket, preferably at least about 1-2 inches,
thereby providing a Secure and Stable two-point connection
that Supports the club Shaft and interconnected component
Such as a club head or hand grip Segment without significant
or detectable wobble or other intercomponent movement or
play So that the thus-assembled golf club can be used during
normal playing conditions while providing the golfer with a

The accompanying drawings illustrate the invention. In
Such drawings:
FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a golf club having a golf
club Shaft connected at a lower end to a wood-type club head
by means of the temporary Shaft-component connection in
accordance with the present invention, and connected at an
upper end to a hand grip Segment by means of the temporary
shaft-component connection in accordance with the present

65

FIG. 16 is a fragmented and exploded perspective view
illustrating showing the temporary Shaft-component connec
tion for assembling a hand grip Segment onto an upper end
of the golf club shaft; and
FIG. 17 is an enlarged and fragmented vertical Sectional
view taken generally on the line 17-17 of FIG. 1.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

permit and facilitate golfer Selection of preferred shaft-head
and preferred shaft-grip combinations in the course of
custom fitting one or more golf clubs to an individual golfer.
The temporary connections 12 and 18 designed to enable
quick and easy assembly of a Specific Shaft-head
combination, and/or related quick and easy assembly of a
Specific shaft-grip combination for golfer testing by actual
Swinging of the assembled club 10 and usage of the club
during actual playing conditions, for example, during a
normal round of golf. After testing a Specific club
combination, the assembled club components can be quickly
and easily disassembled to accommodate Substitution and
re-assembly with one or more different components for
further test use by the Same golfer, or for test use by a
different golfer.
Accordingly, with the custom club fitting System and
method of the present invention, a golfer can test Swing and
test play a relatively large number of different shaft-head and
shaft-grip combinations within a relatively short period of
time, and without requiring a golf shop to carry an extremely
large number of different Sample clubs. Instead, the golf
shop need only carry a single Set of club Shafts 14 having the
range of different physical characteristics, a single Set of
club heads 16 to include, for example, a range of different
So-called wood-type heads and a range of different So-called
iron-type heads, and one or more putter heads, etc. In
addition, the golf Shop need only carry a plurality hand grip
Segments 20 having a range of different hand grips 22
mounted respectively thereon. When the individual golfer
arrives at a preferred set of club characteristics, after appro
priate component testing for a given golf club type, for
example, a driver, a custom-fitted golf club exhibiting that
preferred set of characteristics can be assembled with a
conventional permanent shaft-head connection and the
Selected hand grip mounted onto the Shaft. Importantly,
however, during testing, the assembled test club with the
temporary shaft-component connections 12 and/or 18 can be
used during actual playing conditions to provide the "feel'
and playability of an as-manufactured custom-fitted club,
Substantially without any Significant or detectable undesired
wobble or movement between the assembled golf club

AS shown in the exemplary drawings, a golf club referred
to generally in FIG. 1 by the reference numeral 10 is
provided with an improved temporary shaft-head connection
12 for quickly and easily interconnecting the lower end of an
elongated club shaft 14 with a golf club head 16. In addition,
the golf club 10 is provided with an improved temporary
connection 18 for quickly and easily connecting the upper
end of the elongated club Shaft 14 with a hand grip Segment
20 having a cushioned or resilient hand grip 22 of Selected
design carried thereon. These temporary shaft-component
connections 12 and 18 permit quick and easy assembly and
disassembly of a club shaft 14 having Selected design
characteristics with a Selected club head 16 also having
Selected design characteristics, and/or with a Selected hand
grip Segment 20 having Selected design characteristics, So
that a golfer can test Swing and test play a relatively large
number of different club combinations within a relatively
Short period of time, and without requiring a golf shop to
carry an unduly large number of Sample clubs. The tempo
rary shaft-component connections 12 and 18 thus provide a
golf club customizing System and method which permits and
facilitates custom fitting of a Set of golf clubs from a range
of different club shafts and/or a range of different club heads
and hand grip Segments, to Suit the needs and preferences of
an individual golfer.
The illustrative golf club 10 shown in FIG. 1 has an
overall, generally conventional construction to include the
elongated club shaft 14 connected to the club head 16 by
interfitting a lower end of the club shaft 14 with a hosel 24
formed to extend generally upwardly from a heel end of the
club head 16. In this regard, FIGS. 1 and 2 show the club
head 16 in the form of a wood-type club head having a front

ball impact face 26 for striking a golf ball (not shown). In
accordance with modern golf club construction, this wood
type head 16 typically comprises a So-called metal wood
club head comprising a hollow head construction formed
from a Selected cast or forged metal or alloy Such as StainleSS
Steel, titanium alloy, etc. Alternative club head types Such as
iron-type club heads, putters, and the like may be used.
The club shaft 14 has an elongated and typically hollow
tubular construction extending from a lower end for con
nection to the club head 16 to an upper end for connection
to the hand grip Segment 20, as will be described in more
detail. In many modern golf clubs, the club shaft 14 is
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components.

The temporary shaft-head connection 12 is shown in more
detail, in accordance with one preferred form of the inven
tion in FIGS. 2-4. As shown, the lower end of the club shaft
45

formed from a nonmetallic material Such as a carbon or

graphite-based composite or the like, commonly referred to
as a "graphite' shaft, which can be manufactured within a
range of different physical characteristics Such as length, and

50

stiffness or flexibility (whip) to suit the needs and prefer

ences of an individual golfer. In this regard, in the course of
custom fitting a Set of golf clubs to a particular golfer, it is
common for the golfer to choose a club Shaft 14 having
Specific and preferred physical characteristics from among a
number of different club shafts having different physical
characteristics. Similarly, it is common for the golfer to
choose a club head 16 from among a number of different
club heads exhibiting different physical characteristics Such
as overall size, weight and weight distribution, head
material, etc. In the Same fashion, it is common for the golfer
to choose a hand grip 22 from among a number of different
available hand grips formed, for example, with different

material Such as aluminum, StainleSS Steel, titanium or

titanium alloy, or the like, and is Securely affixed onto the
lower end of the shaft 14 by means of a conventional epoxy
55

or other Suitable adhesive connection or the like. Where the

club shaft 14 is formed with a cylindrical or tubular

configuration, a reinforcement plug 13 (shown in dotted
lines in FIG. 4) may be press-fit or adhesive mounted therein
60

diametric sizes, or from different cushioned materials or

with different specific tread patterns.
In general terms, the temporary Shaft-component connec
tions 12 and 18 of the present invention are provided to

14 Such as a graphite shaft has a generally round croSS
Sectional shape and is slide-fit received into the open upper
end of a sleeve-shaped adapter insert 28. The club shaft 14
may include a chamfered Step 15 to define a slightly reduced
diameter distal end for facilitated slide-fit reception into the
adapter insert 28. This adapter insert 28 is formed from a
Suitable rigid or Sturdy bearing material, preferably a metal

65

to bridge and thereby reinforce the club shaft 14 particularly
in the region of the chamfered step 15. This reinforcement
plug 13, which may be formed from metal, plastic, or epoxy
or the like to have a Solid or tubular shape, preferably
terminates at a location slightly above the chamfered Step
15, but slightly below the assembled connection 12 to avoid
interfering with Shaft whip characteristics.
The sleeve-shaped adapter insert 28 has a lower external
segment 30 defining an external flats or other suitable

US 6,890.269 B2
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noncircular croSS Sectional geometry Such as the Splined
configuration as shown best in FIG. 3. The Specific geometry
of this lower insert segment 30 is sized and shaped for
mating Slide-fit and Seated reception into an adapter Socket
32, shown best in FIGS. 3-4 in the form of a tubular Socket

member 34 defining internal flats or other matingly shaped
and Suitable noncircular croSS Sectional geometry Such as the

illustrative internal splines 36 (FIG. 3). The adapter socket

member 34 is sized and shaped for slide-fit reception into the
upwardly open hosel 24 of the club head 16, and is securely
affixed therein by means of a conventional epoxy or other
Suitable adhesive connection or the like. Alternately, perSons
skilled in the art will recognize and appreciate that the Socket
member 34 may be formed as an integral portion of the hosel
24, with the internal splines 36 or other flat-surfaced internal
geometry formed integrally within the hoSel. Importantly,
when the adapter insert 28 is axially slide-fit received into
the adapter socket 32, the splines 30 and 36 or other suitable
matingly interfitting flat Surfaces or the like function to lock
the adapter insert 28 and club shaft 14 connected thereto
against any significant rotation relative to the adapter Socket

15

32 and club head 16 connected thereto.

The illustrative adapter insert 28 further includes an
upper, generally cylindrical end Segment 38 extending
upwardly from the lower Splined Segment 30, including a
radially outwardly projecting thrust flange 40 positioned for
Secure and Stable axial Seating onto an annular thrust Seat 42
formed at an upper end of the adapter Socket 32, when the
adapter insert 28 is slide-fit assembled with the adapter
Socket 32. A lock member shown in the form of a compres
sion nut 44 is slidably fitted over this upper end segment 38
of the adapter insert 28 and includes an internal or female

25

thread 46 for thread-on connection with an external or male

thread 48 at an upper end of the adapter socket 32. In this
regard, when the adapter Socket 32 comprises the Socket

35

member 34 mounted into the club head hosel 24, the male

thread 48 is formed on a radially enlarged upper shoulder
Segment 49 having a lower end sized for Seating upon an
axially upper end of the hoSel 24, and an upper end defining
the thrust Seat 42. Thread-on connection of the compression

40

nut 44 with the Socket thread 48 moves an internal thrust

shoulder or bearing surface 50 within the nut 44 into axially
bearing engagement with the thrust flange 40 on the adapter
insert 28, for Securely Seating and retaining the thrust flange
40 tightly upon the underlying thrust Seat 42 on the adapter

of the club shaft with a different club head.
45

Socket 32.

In addition, a compliant, partially compressible anchor
member 52 shown in the form of a cylindrical bushing is
positioned at the bottom or base of the adapter Socket 32 and
is configured for engaging the distal end tip or nose of the
adapter insert 28 to provided a Second connection point
which Significantly enhances the Structural rigidity and
integrity of the interconnected components, particularly for
retaining the shaft 14 and club head 16 in interconnected
relation without undesired wobble or play between the
components. In this regard, the bushing 52 is constructed in
a preferred form from a material having at least Some
resilience or compressive capacity, So that the tolerance
variations can be accommodated to provide tight retention of
the adapter insert 28 at two axially Spaced points, namely, at
the thrust flange 40 and at the point of engagement between
the nose of the adapter insert 28 with the bushing 52. At the
same time, the bushing 52 exhibits sufficient structural
rigidity to maintain a tight and Substantially wobble-free
interconnection. In one preferred form, the anchor member
or bushing 52 is formed from a molded urethane plastic. In
a preferred configuration, the engagement point between the

nose of the adapter insert 28 with the bushing 52 is spaced
axially by a distance of at least about 1-2inches from the
thrust flange 40.
More specifically, as viewed in FIGS. 3-4, the bushing 52
comprises a generally cylindrical component to include a
central bore 54 therein. The nose of the adapter insert 28
includes an axially projecting pin 56 having a size and shape
for tight slide-fit reception into the bushing bore 54, with
Said pin 56 projecting axially from an axially presented
bearing surface 58 at the end of the adapter insert. When the
adapter insert 28 is fully inserted into the adapter socket 32,
with the thrust flange 40 tightly retained on the thrust seat
42, the adapter insert tip 56 is tightly seated within the
bushing bore 54 and the related bearing surface 58 is tightly
engaged axially with an axially mating face on the bushing
52. In the most preferred configuration, the bearing Surface
58 on the adapter insert 28 bears against and at least slightly
compresses the bushing 52 in this position, thereby provid
ing a stable and Secure Second point of connection between
the adapter insert 28 and the adapter socket 32.
A Selected club Shaft 14 having a particular set of physical
characteristics is thus assembled quickly and easily with a
selected club head 16. The adapter insert 28 is rotationally
locked relative to the adapter Socket 32, and the dual-point
connection of the thrust flange 40 and the adapter tip 56 to
the adapter Socket 32 provides a Stable and Secure compo
nent interconnection without any Significant or player
detectable intercomponent wobble or movement despite
potentially high forces applied during club Swinging and ball
impact. After testing, the components can be separated
quickly and easily by unthreading the compression nut 44
from the adapter Socket 32 to permit retraction of the adapter
insert therefrom. In this regard, a backStop or reaction ring
60 Such as a Snap-ring or the like can be seated within a
groove 62 formed on the cylindrical upper end Segment 38
of the adapter insert 28, at a location above the thrust flange
40, wherein this ring 60 is axially engaged by the compres
Sion nut 44 upon unthreading movement thereof for physi
cally drawing the adapter insert 28 from the adapter Socket
32. The particular shaft-head combination can thus be dis
assembled quickly and easily, followed by quick and easy
re-assembly of the club head with an alternative club shaft
having different physical characteristics, and/or re-assembly
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A variety of modifications and improvements in and to the
temporary shaft-head connection 12 as shown in FIGS. 1-4
will be apparent to persons skilled in the art. While some of
Such modifications and improvements are shown in the
accompanying FIGS. 5-17 and will thus be described herein
in more detail, it will be recognized and understood that Such
alternative embodiments are not limiting with respect to the
Scope of the invention disclosed herein. For example, per
Sons skilled in the art will appreciate that the resilient or
compressible connection of the nose of the adapter insert 28
with the base or bottom end of the adapter socket 32 may be
accomplished by a variety of different mechanical Structures
having a range of different, Substantially mating interfitting
configurations for retaining the nose of the adapter insert
against Significant axial or radial displacement relative to the
adapter socket 32. Similarly, persons skilled in the art will
understand that a variety of different lock members and
mechanisms may be used for retaining the thrust flange 40
tightly on the thrust seat 42 of the adapter socket 32.
By way of further specific illustration and example, FIGS.
5-15 generally depict modified shaft-head connections for
temporary removable mounting of a golf club head onto a
club shaft. In contrast, FIG. 16-17 depict an exemplary
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temporary connection 18 for coupling an upper end of a club
shaft with a hand grip segment 20, wherein the illustrative
connection 18 corresponds with the Shaft-head connection

FIG. 8 illustrates a further alternative embodiment corre

12 shown and described in FIGS. 3-4. It will be understood

and appreciated, however, that any one of the Shaft-head
connections shown in FIGS. 1-15 may be employed for use
as a shaft-hand grip Segment connection. Moreover, it will
be recognized that the features of the various disclosed
embodiments shown in FIGS. 1-17 are interchangeable to
provide the desired two point connection for Secure and
Stable temporary coupling of the club Shaft with the adjacent
head or hand grip component.
With respect to the shaft-head temporary connection
embodiments depicted in FIGS. 5-15, components identical
to those shown and described in FIGS. 1-4 are referred to by
the Same reference numerals, and components which are
modified from but otherwise analogous in terms of Structure

1O
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FIGS. 9-10 show a modified form of the invention similar

or function to those shown and described in FIGS. 1-4 are

referred to by common reference numerals increased by a
factor of 100.

FIGS. 5-6 illustrate one alternative preferred form of the
invention, wherein the relative positions of the compression
nut 44 and the male thread 48 are reversed with respect to
the adapter insert and adapter Socket. More particularly, as
shown, a modified adapter insert 128 is mounted onto a
lower end of the club shaft 14, and includes a protruding pin
56 at a distal or nose end thereof together with a lower
splined segment 30. This splined segment 30 is configured
for slide-fit reception into a modified adapter socket 132
defined by a modified socket member 134 having an internal
spline 36 formed therein. The pin 56 at the nose end of the
adapter insert 128 is sized and shaped for seated engagement
with a resilient anchor member Such as the bushing 52, as
previously described.
An upper end of the adapter Socket 32 is flared radially
outwardly to define an upwardly presented thrust Seat 142
for Secure and Stable Seated retention of a downwardly
presented thrust flange 140 formed on the adapter insert 128.
In this embodiment, an upper side of the thrust flange 140
merges with a radially enlarged shoulder Segment 149
formed as part of the adapter insert and having the external
thread 48 formed thereon. The compression nut 44 is
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for slide-fit passage through the lock port 70 to retain the
adapter insert 28 in the desired position with the thrust flange
40 retained Snugly on the thrust flange 42, and a Second leg
444b shaped to wrap partially about the hosel 24 to retain the
lock clip in place. Manual retraction of the lock clip 444
from the assembled components permits quick and easy
disassembly and Subsequent quick and easy re-assembly of
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the shaft 14 with a different club head 16, or vice versa, as

40

previously described. Alternative removable lock clip con
cepts may be used, Such as a generally U-shaped lock clip
removably fitted about the hoSel 24 and engageable via
radially open slots in the hoSeland adapter Socket for axially
locking and retaining the adapter insert in place.
FIGS. 11-12 illustrate another alternative lock means for
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removably retaining the thrust flange 40 of the adapter insert
28 securely on the thrust flange 42 of the adapter socket 32.
In this version, an upper end of the adapter Socket 32 is
flared radially outwardly to define the upwardly presented
thrust Seat 42 for Seated reception thereon of the thrust flange
40 formed on the adapter insert 28. The compression nut 44

(FIGS. 3-4) is omitted in lieu of a snap ring 544 having a

FIG. 7 shows another alternative embodiment corre

sponding generally with that previously shown in FIGS.
3-4, except that the configuration of the compressible
anchor member 52 and the associated nose of the adapter
insert 28 are modified. In this version, the distal tip end or
nose of the adapter insert 28 incorporates a relatively flat tip
256 for pressed abutting engagement with a modified anchor
member 252 in the form of a compliant disk mounted at the
bottom or base of the adapter socket 32. When the com
pression nut 44 is threaded onto the male thread 48 at the
upper end of the adapter Socket 32, to retain the thrust flange
40 tightly upon the thrust seat 42, the tip 256 of the adapter
insert 28 tightly engages and at least partially compresses
the disk 252 to substantially eliminate relative movement
between the tip 256 and the base of the adapter socket 32.
Alternately, in this and other embodiments of the invention,
the compliant anchor member may be carried at the nose of
the adapter insert for bearing engagement with the base or
bottom end of the adapter Socket.

to FIGS. 3-4, except that a different lock means is provided
for securing the thrust flange 40 of the adapter insert 28
tightly onto the thrust seat 40 of the adapter socket 32. In this
version of the invention, the compression nut 44 is omitted
in lieu of a lock clip 444. More particularly, as viewed in
FIG. 9, the adapter insert 28 and the adapter socket 32 and
asSociated hoSel 24 incorporate a diametrically extending
lock port 70 formed through these components, when the
thrust flange 40 is seated on the thrust seat 42, with the nose
pin 56 engaged with the compliant bushing 52. The lock clip

444 such as metal spring clip (FIG. 10) has a first leg 444a

inverted relative to the embodiment of FIGS. 3-4, so that the

internal thrust shoulder 50 therein engages an underside of
the flared thrust seat 142 as the female thread 46 is rotatably
engaged with the male thread 44, causing the thrust flange
140 to be drawn downwardly into tight Seated engagement
with the thrust flange 142.

sponding with FIGS. 3-4, except that a different modified
configuration is provided for the compressible anchor mem
ber and associated nose of the adapter insert. In this concept,
the nose of the adapter insert 28 is modified to provide an
axially protruding sleeve 354 having a size and shape for
tight slide-fit reception of an upstanding pin 356 formed as
a portion of a modified anchor member 352 mounted at the
bottom or base end of the adapter socket 32. When the
adapter insert 28 is received into the adapter socket 32, with
the compression nut 44 retaining the thrust flange 40 tightly
upon the thrust seat 42, the pin 356 is tightly received into
the nose sleeve 354 on the insert 28 for substantially
eliminating relative movement between the sleeve 354 and
the pin 356.
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Size and shape for Snap-fit, Substantially clamped engage
ment with the thrust flange 40 and the thrust seat 42 to retain
these structures in axially assembled relation. In this regard,
the preferred Snap ring 544 comprises a central, generally
cylindrical wall 72 having a size for close-fit reception about
the periphery of the thrust flange 40, with upper and lower
lock wall segments 74 and 76 extending respectively
upwardly and radially inwardly, and downwardly and radi
ally inwardly, for axially clamping the thrust flange 40
securely on the thrust seat 42. The Snap ring 544 can be
Snap-fitted or clamped in place as an assembly Step, and
appropriately removed when component disassembly is
desired.
FIGS. 13-14 show still another alternative form of the
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invention wherein a modified lock means is provided for
releasably retaining the thrust flange of the adapter insert 28
upon the thrust Seat of the adapter Socket 32. In this
embodiment, the compression nut 44 of FIGS. 3-4 is
omitted in lieu of a quick-connect-disconnect coupling 644.
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More particularly, the coupling 644 comprises an axially
movable sleeve 80 mounted on the adapter socket 32 and
normally biased by a Spring 82 toward a normal advanced
position urging an array of lock balls 84 toward radially
inward positions (FIG. 13) for seating within a circumfer
ential groove 86 formed in the adapter insert 28, to lock and
retain a radially expanded thrust flange or shoulder 640
tightly upon an underlying thrust Seat 642 formed on the
adapter socket 32. Retraction of the coupling sleeve 80
against the Spring 82 aligns the lock balls 84 with a Sur
rounding groove 88 formed in the sleeve 80, to accommo
date radially outward ball displacement Sufficient to permit
removal of the adapter insert 28 from the adapter socket 32,
and Subsequent re-assembly of these components when and
if desired.

FIG. 15 shows another lock means variation Suited par
ticularly for a shaft-head connection, wherein the compres
Sion nut 44 of FIGS. 3-4 is omitted in lieu of a lock bolt 744
attached to the adapter insert 28 through a downwardly open
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What is claimed is:

bore 90 formed in the club head 16. In this version of the

invention, the adapter insert 28 includes the thrust flange 40
for Seated retention on the thrust Seat 42 at the upper end of
the adapter socket 32. In addition, the adapter insert 28
includes a modified protruding nose pin 756 for binding
reception to the central bore 54 in the compliant bushing 52
at the bottom or base end of the adapter socket 32. However,
the modified nose pin 756 is formed with a generally
sleeve-shaped configuration and is internally threaded for
engagement with the threaded shank of the lock bolt 744
passed upwardly into the head bore 90. As shown, this bore
90 includes a countersunk outboard or lower end defining a
shoulder 92 for engagement by the bolt head 94, as the lock
bolt is tightened into the threaded pin 756. The lock bolt 744
thus functions to Securely draw and tightly retain the thrust
flange 40 on the thrust seat 42, while the pin 756 engages the
compliant bushing 52 to provide the Second connection
point between the adapter insert 28 and socket 32.
FIGS. 16-17 depict one preferred configuration for the
temporary connection 18 used to connect the upper end of a
Selected shaft 14 with a hand grip Segment 20 having a
Selected hand grip 22 mounted thereon. In this regard, as
shown in these drawings, a preferred temporary connection
18 utilizes the same components interconnected in the same
two-point manner as previously described with respect to
FIGS. 1-15, with FIGS. 16–17 illustrating the specific
embodiment of FIGS. 3-4 for ease and clarity of description.
AS Shown, the adapter insert 28 is mounted onto the upper
end of the shaft 14 in the same manner as previously
described, and the adapter Socket 32 is mounted in the same
manner as previously described within the lower end of a
tubular hand grip Segment 20 having the hand grip 22 of
Selected diametric Size and tread pattern, etc., mounted
thereon. The compression nut 44 is threaded onto the male
thread 48 on the adapter socket 32 for tightly drawing and
retaining the thrust flange 40 seated on the thrust seat 42.
With the thrust flange 40 seated and retained in this manner,
the nose end of the adapter insert 28 including the pin 56
engages and partially compresses the bushing 52 mounted at
a base end of the adapter socket 32 to provide the desired
Stable two-point connection. In this regard, an uppermost
end of the socket member 34 mounted within the hand grip
segment 20 may be turned radially inwardly to define a
backstop support lip 96 as shown in FIG. 17 to support and
retain the bushing 52 in place. Alternately, the base end of
the Socket member 34 may have a cup-shaped configuration

defining a base wall (not shown) in lieu of the Support lip 96.
Alternative forms of the above described shaft-hand grip
Segment connection 18 will be apparent to perSons skilled in
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the art. Specifically, any of the above described shaft-head
connections may be used, including any combination of the
disclosed means for providing a stable two-point connection
including retention of the thrust flange on the thrust Seat, and
engagement of the adapter insert nose end or tip with the
compliant anchor member.
A variety of further modifications and improvements in
and to the improved temporary shaft-component connection
for a golf club of the present invention will be apparent to
those perSons skilled in the art. For example, while the
invention is shown and described with respect to a nonme
tallic club Shaft 14, it will be recognized and appreciated that
the invention may be utilized with a metal club shaft.
Accordingly, no limitation on the invention is intended by
way of the foregoing description and accompanying
drawings, except as Set forth in the appended claims.
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1. A temporary connection for connecting a golf club Shaft
with an additional club component, Said temporary connec
tion comprising:
an elongated adapter insert defining a thrust flange;
an adapter Socket having a Size and shape for slide-fit
reception of Said adapter insert, Said adapter Socket
defining a thrust Seat for Substantially Seated reception
of Said thrust flange when Said adapter insert is slidably
received into Said adapter Socket, Said adapter insert
and Socket further including interengageable Surfaces
for Substantially preventing relative rotation therebe
tween when Said adapter insert is slidably received into
Said adapter Socket;
first connection means for removably interconnecting said
adapter insert and Socket with Said thrust flange Seated
upon Said thrust Seat; and
Second connection means including a resilient anchor
member interposed between said adapter insert and
Socket at a position Spaced axially from Said thrust
flange and Said thrust Seat, Said anchor member being
at least partially compressed when Said thrust flange is
Seated upon Said thrust Seat for Substantially constrain
ing Said adapter insert and Socket against relative
movement.
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2. The temporary connection of claim 1 wherein the
additional club component comprises a golf club head
having a hoSel, and further wherein Said adapter Socket is on
Said hoSel, and Said adapter insert is on Said club shaft.
3. The temporary connection of claim 1 wherein the
additional component comprises a golf club hand grip
Segment, one of Said adapter insert and Said adapter Socket
being on Said club Shaft, and the other of Said adapter insert
and Said adapter Socket being on Said hand grip Segment.
4. The temporary connection of claim 3 wherein said
adapter insert is on Said club shaft, and Said adapter Socket
is on Said hand grip Segment.
5. The temporary connection of claim 1 wherein said
interengageable Surfaces comprise an external Spline Seg
ment on Said adapter insert, and an internal Spline Segment
within Said adapter Socket.
6. The temporary connection of claim 1 wherein said first
connection means comprises a compression nut carried by
one of Said adapter insert and Socket and defining an internal
thread and an internal thrust shoulder, and an external thread
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formed on the other of Said adapter insert and Socket, Said
compression nut being threadably engageable with Said
external thread for urging Said thrust shoulder against one of
Said thrust flange and thrust Seat for axially displacing Said
thrust flange into Seated engagement upon Said thrust Seat.
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adapter insert and Socket and defining an internal thread
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7. The temporary connection of claim 6 wherein said
compression nut is carried by Said adapter insert, and Said
external thread is formed on Said adapter Socket.
8. The temporary connection of claim 6 further including
a backStop reaction member on Said one of Said adapter
insert and Socket, Said backStop reaction member being
engageable by Said compression nut upon unthreading
thereof from Said external thread for axially Separating Said
adapter insert from Said adapter Socket.
9. The temporary connection of claim 1 wherein said first
connection means comprises a lock pin removably fastened
through Said adapter insert and Socket when Said thrust
flange is Seated upon Said thrust Seat.
10. The temporary connection of claim 1 wherein said
first connection means comprises a Snap ring removably
mounted onto Said adapter insert and Socket when Said thrust
flange is Seated upon Said thrust Seat.
11. The temporary connection of claim 1 wherein said first
connection means comprises a quick-connect-disconnect
assembly for locking Said adapter insert and Socket against
relative axial displacement when Said thrust flange is Seated
upon Said thrust Seat.
12. The temporary connection of claim 1 wherein Said
first connection means comprises a lock bolt threadably
connected to Said adapter insert for drawing and retaining
Said thrust flange in Seated engagement upon Said thrust Seat.
13. The temporary connection of claim 1 wherein said
anchor member Substantially constrains Said adapter insert
against axial displacement relative to Said adapter Socket.
14. The temporary connection of claim 1 wherein said
anchor member Substantially constrains Said adapter insert
against rotational displacement relative to Said adapter

and an internal thrust shoulder, and an external thread
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said club shaft lower end;
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Socket.

15. The temporary connection of claim 1 wherein said
anchor member Substantially constrains Said adapter insert
against axial and rotational displacement relative to Said
adapter Socket.
16. The temporary connection of claim 1 wherein said
anchor member comprises a generally cylindrical bushing
Seated within a base end of Said adapter Socket, and wherein
Said adapter insert includes a nose end defining a tip for
preSS-fit reception into Said bushing and a bearing shoulder
for axially bearing against Said bushing, when Said thrust
flange is Seated upon Said thrust Seat.
17. The temporary connection of claim 1 wherein said
anchor member is axially Spaced from Said thrust flange and
Said thrust Seat by at least about 1 to 2 inches, when said
thrust flange is Seated upon said thrust Seat.
18. The temporary connection of claim 1 further including
a reinforcement plug carried within Said adapter insert.
19. A temporary connection for connecting a golf club
shaft with an additional club component, Said temporary
connection comprising:
an elongated adapter insert defining a thrust flange;
an adapter Socket having a size and shape for slide-fit
reception of Said adapter insert, Said adapter Socket
defining a thrust Seat for Substantially Seated reception
of Said thrust flange when said adapter insert is slidably
received into Said adapter Socket, Said adapter insert
and Socket further including interengageable Surfaces
for Substantially preventing relative rotation therebe
tween when Said adapter insert is slidably received into
Said adapter Socket;
first connection means for removably interconnecting Said
adapter insert and Socket with Said thrust flange Seated
upon Said thrust Seat, Said first connection means
including a compression nut carried by one of Said

formed on the other of Said adapter insert and Socket,
Said compression nut being threadably engageable with
Said external thread for urging Said thrust shoulder
against one of Said thrust flange and thrust Seat for
axially displacing Said thrust flange into Seated engage
ment upon Said thrust Seat; and
Second connection means including a resilient anchor
member Seated within a base end of Said adapter Socket
and interposed between Said adapter insert and Socket
at a position Spaced axially from Said thrust flange and
Said thrust Seat, Said anchor member being at least
partially compressed when Said thrust flange is Seated
upon Said thrust Seat for Substantially constraining Said
adapter insert and Socket against relative movement.
20. A golf club, comprising:
an elongated golf club shaft having a lower end;
an elongated adapter insert carried by Said club Shaft at
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a thrust flange carried by Said club Shaft at a position
generally adjacent to Said club Shaft lower end;
a club head having a hoSel;
an adapter Socket carried by Said hoSell and having a size
and shape for Slide-fit reception of Said adapter insert,
Said adapter Socket defining a thrust Seat for Substan
tially Seated reception of Said thrust flange when Said
adapter insert is slidably received into Said adapter
Socket, Said adapter insert and Socket further including
interengageable Surfaces for Substantially preventing
relative rotation therebetween when said adapter insert
is slidably received into Said adapter Socket;
first connection means for removably interconnecting Said
adapter insert and Socket with Said thrust flange
retained in axially Seated relation upon Said thrust Seat;
and
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Second connection means including a resilient anchor
member interposed between said adapter insert and
Socket at a position Spaced axially from Said thrust
flange and Said thrust Seat, Said anchor member being
at least partially compressed when Said thrust flange is
Seated upon Said thrust Seat for Substantially constrain
ing Said adapter insert and Socket against relative
movement.

21. The golf club of claim 20 wherein said interengage
able Surfaces comprise an external Spline Segment on Said
adapter insert, and an internal Spline Segment within Said
adapter Socket.
22. The golf club of claim 20 wherein said first connection
means comprises a compression nut carried by one of Said
adapter insert and Socket and defining an internal thread and
an internal thrust shoulder, and an external thread formed on
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the other of Said adapter insert and Socket, Said compression
nut being threadably engageable with Said external thread
for urging Said thrust shoulder against one of Said thrust
flange and thrust Seat for axially displacing Said thrust flange
into Seated engagement upon said thrust Seat.
23. The golf club of claim 22 wherein said compression
nut is carried by Said adapter insert, and Said external thread
is formed on Said adapter Socket.
24. The golf club of claim 22 further including a backstop
reaction member on Said one of Said adapter insert and
Socket, Said backStop reaction member being engageable by
Said compression nut upon unthreading thereof from Said
external thread for axially Separating Said adapter insert
from Said adapter Socket.
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25. The golf club of claim 20 wherein said anchor member
Substantially constrains Said adapter insert against axial and
rotational displacement relative to Said adapter Socket.
26. A golf club, comprising:
an elongated golf club shaft having an upper end;
an elongated adapter insert carried by Said club Shaft at
Said club shaft upper end;
a thrust flange carried by Said club Shaft at a position
generally adjacent to Said club Shaft upper end;
a hand grip Segment;
an adapter Socket carried by Said hand grip Segment and
having a size and shape for Slide-fit reception of Said
adapter insert, Said adapter Socket defining a thrust Seat
for Substantially Seated reception of Said thrust flange
when said adapter insert is slidably received into Said
adapter Socket, Said adapter insert and Socket further
including interengageable Surfaces for Substantially
preventing relative rotation therebetween when Said
adapter insert is slidably received into Said adapter
Socket;

first connection means for removably interconnecting Said
adapter insert and Socket with Said thrust flange
retained in axially Seated relation upon Said thrust Seat;
and
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Second connection means including a resilient anchor
member interposed between said adapter insert and
Socket at a position Spaced axially from Said thrust
flange and Said thrust Seat, Said anchor member being
at least partially compressed when Said thrust flange is
Seated upon Said thrust Seat for Substantially constrain
ing Said adapter insert and Socket against relative
movement.

27. The golf club of claim 26 wherein said first connection
means comprises a compression nut carried by one of Said
adapter insert and Socket and defining an internal thread and
an internal thrust shoulder, and an external thread formed on
15

the other of Said adapter insert and Socket, Said compression
nut being threadably engageable with Said external thread
for urging Said thrust shoulder against one of Said thrust
flange and thrust Seat for axially displacing Said thrust flange
into Seated engagement upon said thrust Seat.
28. The golf club of claim 27 wherein said compression
nut is carried by Said adapter insert, and Said external thread
is formed on Said adapter Socket.

